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Improvement of emissivity measurements
on reflective insulation materials
Overview
This project will address the needs of the standardisation group CEN/TC 89/WG 12 for improvement of the
standard EN 16012. The overall objective is to enable end-users to perform SI traceable measurements of
total hemispherical emissivity on low emissivity foils used in “reflective insulation” products with an uncertainty
below 0.03. The targeted industry focuses on the production of thermal insulation materials.
Need
The principle of reflective insulation relies on the high sensitivity of the radiant heat power exchange, between
two surfaces not in contact, to emissivity; the lower the emissivities of the surfaces, the lower the exchanged
radiant power will be. In order to conform to Directive 2010/31/EU on the energy performance of buildings,
producers of reflective insulation products for buildings must declare values of emissivity for the products’
external surfaces. Declared emissivity values are used, in accordance with standards EN 16012 and ISO 6946,
to calculate the thermal resistance of the insulation system under the condition of use. A comparison of
measurement techniques organised by the standardisation CEN/TC 89/WG 12, responsible for defining test
methods and declaration rules for the thermal performance of reflective insulation products, has shown high
discrepancies with total hemispherical emissivity results from 0.02 to 0.08 on the same reflective foil. The
comparison has included “integrating sphere” instruments and commercially available portable instruments
(reflectometers). The sources of discrepancies are not yet explained, likely explanations are the geometrical,
thermal and optical configurations of the instruments and the type of reference sample used for calibration.
Being unable to show that the techniques of measurement are reliable when the emissivity is believed to be
less than 0.05, CEN/TC 89/WG 12 has set a limitation in the standard EN 16012 that any 'measured' value of
emissivity less than 0.05 has to be rounded upwards to 0.05. This is a clear impediment to product
development and market innovation since manufacturers cannot achieve a financial return from their
investments in products with superior emissivity below 0.05. This situation is not satisfactory and
CEN/TC 89/WG 12 has expressed an urgent need for improved accuracy of emissivity measurements of
reflective foils.
Objectives
The overall goal of the project is to enable end-users to perform SI traceable measurements of total
hemispherical emissivity on low emissivity foils used in “reflective insulation” products with an uncertainty
below 0.03.
The specific objectives of the project are:
1.

To analyse and test the different techniques and instruments used by end-users to characterise reflective
insulation products. The sensitivity of these techniques in relation to the specificities of the reflective foils
(specularity, angular diffusion, transparency, spectral properties, thermal inertia and non-flatness of
surfaces) will be investigated to enable the definition of the most appropriate types of reference samples
for ensuring traceability.

2.

To improve and validate reference techniques based on different principles of measurement from at least
two NMIs in Europe. The reference techniques will be able to measure total hemispherical emissivity
below 0.1 with an uncertainty below 0.02. They will be applicable to materials with different ratios of
specular reflectance/hemispherical reflectance.

3.

To build new competencies in Metrology Institutes in order to produce appropriate calibrated reference
samples for characterising end-user instruments and for ensuring traceability of measurements, via
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calibration and measurement procedures developed in the project. Calibrated reference samples will also
be produced for partners involved in the measurement techniques characterisation.
4.

To establish calibration and measurement procedures enabling end-users to perform emissivity
measurements on reflective foils with an uncertainty below 0.03 for emissivities below 0.1.

5.

To participate in the revision of EN 16012 and EN 15976, via the provision to CEN/TC 89/WG 12 and
CEN/TC 254/WG 14 of amendments based on the technical results of the project. To communicate
technical reports and guidelines on the calibration and use of end-user techniques to CEN/TC 89/WG 12
and CEN/TC 254/WG 14. To disseminate the technical results of the project to the wider scientific and
industrial community.

Progress beyond the state of the art
Prior to the project, no reference technique was validated for measurement of total hemispherical emissivity
of low emissivity surfaces with an uncertainty below 0.02; the best achieved uncertainties were around 0.03.
The aim is to adapt and improve existing reference techniques based on two different principles: calorimetry
and measurement of directional spectral emissivity. The targeted uncertainty at the reference level is below
0.02 for the measurement of emissivity on very low emitting samples. The sensitivities of the techniques mostly
used by end-users (integrating sphere systems, commercial reflectometers) to the specificities of reflective
foils were not well known and a reliable assessment of uncertainties was necessary. This project enables
detailed characterisation of several instruments used industrially for the quantification of their sensitivities to
the specificities of reflective foils, particularly the angular diffusion. The results will produce new important data
for reliable assessment of uncertainties. The angular diffusion of reflective foils was unknown and has now
been analysed experimentally for several types of foils. Data have been used for a first assessment of
uncertainties of emissivity measurements. The project will build new competencies to produce solid samples
with non-flat surfaces with angular diffusions similar to the ones of reflective foils. The use of these reference
samples will reduce by a factor of at least 2 the dispersions resulting from the type of reference samples
currently used (mirrors or diffusers). New guidelines for improved measurement of low emissivity foils with
industrially used instruments will also be drafted. The availability of specific calibrated reference samples, as
well as the application of improved measurement procedures, will allow end-users to perform measurements
on reflective foils with uncertainty below 0.03 (current state of the art is 0.06). This project will therefore improve
the quality for emissivity measurements on reflective foils.
Results
Analysis and tests of the techniques used by end-users
The metrological characterisation of the two techniques mostly used by end-users (integrating sphere systems
and TIR100-2 commercial reflectometer) recommended by EN 12898 has been performed. Detailed
measurements of the angular variation of sensitivity of an integrating sphere system have also been carried
out. The results show that relative local variations of a few percent exist around the specular direction. The
integrating sphere tested has a "specular port". The results obtained show clearly that an integrating sphere
with a "specular port" can generate relative errors of a few percent when measuring reflectance of a sample
by reference to a mirror or by reference to a highly diffusing reference sample. The error depends on the
geometrical configurations of the incident beam and of the integrating sphere. Measurements of the angular
diffusion of the radiation reflected by reflective foils produced for the project were performed. The angular
diffusion is highly correlated to the smoothness and flatness of the foil. The smooth foils tested diffuse the
reflected radiation ± 2 to ± 3 degrees around the specular direction. A foil, with a mesh for mechanical
reinforcement and highly non-flat, diffuses the reflected radiation about ± 30 degrees around the specular
direction. Those results show that the angular diffusions of foils can be highly variable depending on the
smoothness and flatness of the foil. Two TIR100-2 reflectometers were characterised metrologically. The
features analysed were the spot size, the emissivity of the radiator coating, the stability and the uniformity in
temperature of the radiator, the minimum detectable reflectance and the linearity of the response. Repeatability
and reproducibility of TIR100-2 were also tested. Discrepancies between results from four TIR100-2 were
within 0.015 for smooth foils. The linearity of response was tested for a solid sample with an emissivity of 0.22,
the difference to the reference value was below 0.02 in magnitude. The first comparison of the emissivity
measurement techniques involved in the project and applied with the calibration and measurement procedures
existing prior to the project showed that TIR100-2 instruments, on average, give lower values of emissivity for
smooth foils than the other techniques. The results of the first comparison have been used for a first
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assessment of uncertainties of integrating sphere systems and of TIR100-2 commercial reflectometers. The
uncertainty for low emissivities measured using TIR100-2 is around 0.09 (k=2), which is very high. This
uncertainty is mainly due to the uncertainty in the calibration of a reference mirror used by the manufacturer
to calibrate the low emissivity working standards supplied with the instruments. The reference mirror was
calibrated in 2016; currently the calibration can be done by a partner in the project with a much lower
uncertainty, which would significantly reduce the measurement uncertainty. The uncertainty for low emissivities
measured using commercial integrating sphere accessories are around 0.03 for smooth foils and around 0.05
for a heavily non-smooth reflective foil. For the heavily non-smooth foil tested, the main source of uncertainty
was the non-uniformity in emissivity. The first comparison of end-user techniques showed that not all the
partners use the same model for extrapolation of total hemispherical emissivity calculated from the near-normal
emissivity measured. Therefore, part of the differences between results comes from the extrapolation models
used. A detailed analysis of the differences still has to be done to correct the influence of the extrapolation
models. Most of the first total hemispherical emissivity results obtained using end-user techniques, on low
emissivity smooth foils, are within ± 0.035 of results obtained with reference techniques.
Improvement and validation of reference techniques
PTB has completed the update of their directional spectral emissivity measurement setup for the measurement
on foils over the angular range 0° to 70°. A new sample holder based on the principle of vacuum mounting of
the foils was brought into operation and used for measuring emissivity and homogeneity of the foils. It allows
measurements of angular resolved emissivity on reflective foils with the target uncertainty of better than 0.02.
The total hemispherical emissivity of foils can be obtained by integration from directional spectral emissivity
with an uncertainty below 0.025. LNE built a new thermal guarded sample heating system for the reference
calorimetric technique. The system is designed for heating very uniformly two discs of the same material with
a diameter of 100 mm. The calorimetric technique allows the direct measurement of total hemispherical
emissivity of solid samples or foils bonded to a metal discs with an uncertainty below 0.02. DTU has started
the improvement of a setup for measurement of directional emissivity on foils or solid samples. The new
elements (an enclosure thermostated by water circulation to control the background radiation on the sample,
a rotating and heating sample holder and a custom-made infrared detector) have been assembled. The
temperatures of the heating sample holder and of the new infrared detector are controlled by Peltier modules
to get high stability. The setups from PTB and DTU will give the angular distribution of emissivity over the
angular range 0° to 70° required to quantify the uncertainty related to the extrapolation of total hemispherical
emissivity from near-normal emissivity. PTB and LNE have measured the total hemispherical emissivities of
preliminary reference samples and of reflective foils produced in the project. The differences between results
from PTB or LNE are within ± 0.01 for low and high emissivity solid samples and for smooth reflective foils.
Production of appropriate calibrated reference samples
Nine sets of preliminary reference samples were produced and sent to the partners performing emissivity
measurements in the project. Each set includes a specular reflective gold mirror, a diffuse reflective Infragold
sample, a high emissivity Nextel 811-21 black paint, a medium emissivity gold plated laser structured
aluminium surface and a high emissivity AREMCO Hie-Coat 840-M black paint. The gold-plated laser
structured aluminium surface is produced by laser ablation of aluminium and gold coating. The non-flat
structure of the surface generates an emissivity much higher than the one of gold, here about 0.2 and an
angular diffusion quite similar to the ones of smooth reflective foils. An important objective of the project is to
produce solid reflective samples with specific textured surfaces in order to have solid reference samples with
angular diffusions at reflection similar to the ones of the main reflective foils to be tested in emissivity. The
angular distribution of reflection of the 5 types of preliminary reference samples and of 4 reflective foils were
analyzed in infrared with an adapted bidirectional reflectometer. A study to find, by optical modelling, the
texture of a solid surface fitting the angular diffusion measured on smooth reflective foils showed that the
appropriate texture (quite smooth) cannot be produced by selective laser metal sintering due to the limits in
terms of spatial resolution (about 20 µm). For a heavily non-smooth reflective surface such as a "meshreinforced foil", Aalto was able to find a surface topology giving the same angular distribution as the one
measured in the plane of incidence. The surface is formed of juxtaposed waves and is producible by selective
laser metal sintering. However, compromise will have to be made to select surface structures giving angular
distribution of reflexion more isotropic than parallel waves. In case of difficulties in producing solid reference
samples with specific surface structures, the first comparison of measurement techniques has shown that the
low emissivity preliminary reference samples produced in the project are good candidates for ensuring
traceability for end-user emissivity measurement techniques.
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Establishment of calibration and measurement procedures for end-users
The experience and new knowledge gained from the project when characterising end-user techniques, and
the availability of new specific reference samples, will allow the establishment of improved calibration and
measurement procedures for end users. The objective is that end users are able to measure total
hemispherical emissivity of reflective foils with uncertainty below 0.03 by applying improved procedures and
using appropriate calibrated reference samples. The new procedures will be applied by end users and
validated by comparisons. The first comparison of end-user techniques with the reference techniques already
operational has provided results that may be exploited for drafting improved calibration and measurement
procedures for end-user emissivity measurement techniques.
Participation in the revision of EN 16012 and EN 15976
The standards EN 16012 and EN 15976 in their current state will be analysed in detail and criticised, taking
into account the technical results of the project. Improved draft versions will be written and provided to
CEN/TC 89/WG 12 and CEN/TC 254/WG 14 for improvement of the standards.
Impact
Initial results from the project have been presented at the 20th Symposium on Thermophysical Properties
(United States, June 2018) via an oral presentation on Improvement of Emissivity Measurements on Reflective
Insulation Materials and posters on Characterization of an Emissometer used for Industrial Emissivity
Measurements on Reflective Insulation Materials and Emissivity Measurements on Reflective Foils. A
workshop was held in November 2018 to deliver training on Improvement of Emissivity Measurements on
Reflective Insulation Materials to external audience as well as consortium members.
Impact on industrial and other user communities
The project results will first benefit producers of low emissivity insulation products, producers of flexible sheets
for waterproofing buildings and organisations testing and certifying these products. The results will be
disseminated in the form of technical presentations/reports, publications and good-practice guides. The
development of new high-performance thermal insulation systems like multi-layer insulations (MLI) based on
a stack of low emitting foils for vacuum applications e.g. heat shields for cryogenic containers, spacecraft or
satellites will be facilitated. The improved knowledge of the performance and limitations of measurement
techniques used industrially, and the availability of appropriate calibrated samples will help end users from
many industries to perform reliable emissivity measurements, with commercially available instruments, at lower
costs and with validated uncertainties. Reflective foils are used as heat protection screens in many other
applications in addition to building insulation, e.g. in aircrafts, land vehicles, boats, space crafts, nuclear power
generation, packaging, satellites and for protection of people exposed to intense thermal radiations. Therefore,
many industrial sectors will benefit from the progress made in low emissivity measurements on reflective
building insulation materials.
Impact on the metrology and scientific communities
The project will build validated very high-level capabilities in three European NMIs/DIs for the measurement of
total hemispherical emissivity on materials around ambient temperature. The three NMIs/DIs will propose
validated measurement services with reduced uncertainties. The scientific community and end users wanting
to develop or buy instruments for measurement of total hemispherical emissivity will be able to select the
appropriate technique more objectively and reliably using the results of the project. The recommendations for
controlled total hemispherical emissivity measurement of low emissivity materials with commercially available
instruments will be made available to the scientific community through presentations at international
conferences and publications in scientific peer-reviewed journals. The scientific community will then have a
direct access to validated measurement procedures.
Impact on relevant standards
The main objective of the project is to support CEN/TC 89/WG 12 to improve EN 16012 on the measurement
of total hemispherical emissivity of low emissivity foils. The technical results will be summarised in technical
reports, publications and good-practice guides that will be communicated to the convenor and members of the
working group. New improved versions of the technical sections of the standard related to emissivity
measurements will be drafted at the end of the project and proposed to CEN/TC 89/WG 12 for incorporation
into a revision of EN 16012. Similarly, the technical results of the project will be communicated to CEN/TC 254
for the improvement of standard EN 15976.
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Longer-term economic, social and environmental impacts
The improvement of emissivity measurements on insulation products will help to increase the efficiency of
thermal insulation systems for buildings, industrial equipment and home appliances. More reliable emissivity
data will allow more accurate calculations of heat transfer coefficients. In direct consequence, the project will
help in the reduction of energy consumption. The project will help to enhance consumer protection through the
availability of insulation products with more accurate and validated declared performance values. More reliable
and traceable emissivity measurements using commercially available instruments will help reduce the cost of
product developments and increase the performance of products.
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